March 3, 1969:

At precisely 9:00 a.m. about twenty students representing the Black Student Union approached Dr. McEniry (acting Chancellor U.N.C.-C.) in his office to request a written response from the administration regarding the ten demands of the Black Student Union that were issued to the administration on February 26, 1969. The reason for approaching the administration (the third time) was to acquire in writing the so-called secret verbal response from the administration that came out of the so-called "secret meeting" between Dr. McEniry, Dr. Cone, and the five representatives of the Black Student Union. At the "secret meeting" (Feb. 28, 1969) the administration responded positively to the first six demands. This was indeed a surprise to the five student representatives, because to that date the administration had not positively responded to any one of the ten demands.

Before the "secret meeting" the administration made it clear that the meeting was to be private and with no publicity. Therefore assuming good faith in the administration, the five student representatives proceeded to listen, believe, and trust the nice administrators who seemed to be so cooperative and understanding. The five student representatives were so elated that they forgot to ask the administrators for their responses in writing.

At the 9:00 a.m. meeting the Blacks were greeted with a smile until we requested that the previous administrative responses be submitted in writing to the B. S. U. The primary excuse that Dr. McEniry gave was that he could not write anything down until he contacted Dr. Friday. A Brother quickly related to
Dr. McEniry that he would wait in the office until Dr. McEniry contacted Dr. Friday. After the Brother had waited for some time in the office, Dr. McEniry (after a strange telephone call) stated that the Black students did not keep their promise to the administration about keeping the Feb. 28, meeting a secret with no publicity. Because of this the administration suddenly "turn off" to the B. S. U.'s demands. Before making any hasty decision another Brother carried the supposedly informed television reporter to Dr. McEniry's office and related to Dr. McEniry that no Black had informed the news media of the "secret meeting".

The B. S. U. proceeded to change the title of the rally from "Support" to "Protest". The "Protest Rally" occurred at 2:45 p.m. around the flag pole. It was not the purpose of the Black Student Union's "Protest Rally" to gather people and take over the administration building as it seemed to the administrators, faculty, students, and pigs; but to protest the unwillingness on the part of the administration of U.N.C.-C and Dr. Friday, Pres. of the Consolidated University of North Carolina, to respond openly to the 10 demands of the Black Student Union.

Around 4:45 p.m. after the nonviolent "Protest Rally" the pigs(not being use to non-violence) started onking. As soon as a car load of Brothers departed from U.N.C.-C's campus, the county pigs (who were on riot alert) onked by stopping the Brothers illegally. The pigs proceeded to harass the Brothers in the traditional manner by drawing their guns and waving them fanatically at the Brothers. Fortunately, for the Brothers, there were eye witnesses from the campus.

THE BLACK COMMUNITY IS AWARE

POWER TO THE PEOPLE
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